Where do you start if you want to change the world?
Experience EY

The better the question. The better the answer. The better the world works.

You start right here ...

... with an internship at EY. From the moment you receive an offer to join us as an EYIntern, you'll begin building your skillset and expanding your mindset. When you receive an offer, you'll be invited to participate in our Experience EY series, which provides the opportunity for you to immerse yourself in our culture, the transformative work we do for our clients, and how an exceptional internship at EY is yours to build.

Prior to applying, you will have opportunities to meet EY professionals and learn more about our firm through socials, career fairs, and presentations. You may be selected to participate in our interview process, consisting of a game-based assessment, pre-recorded video interview, and live video interviews with professionals in the practice you are interested in.

To be invited to the Experience EY series, you must first apply for and receive an internship offer in one of our service lines. There is no separate job posting specifically for Experience EY.

We ask YOU to take the lead on building your exceptional career! We encourage you to do your homework by considering the following:

► Know your education and personal timeline - availability to intern (winter/spring or summer), graduation (undergraduate and/or masters), certification study/testing plans.

► Determine where you want to start your career - our hope is that you intern in the city that you'd like to start in full-time. Try to think 3-5 years after graduation.

► Explore service lines and understand what skill sets will set you up for success. We recommend attending events and information sessions to learn more and connect with EY professionals. Hearing our people talk about their work can help you best align to the right practice.

► Prepare for the future! EY is seeking accounting majors interested in an Assurance or Tax internship to be invited to our Experience EY program. Candidates focused on other service lines or programs should look to attend events to learn more about EY, and can apply when relevant opportunities are posted to your career services site.

► We are always looking for additional skills sets and mindsets to respond to the evolution and disruption in our working world. Ask yourself, “What skill sets do I want to develop to prepare me to be a transformative leader?” An enhanced understanding of technology? Advanced technical skills? Ability and curiosity to ask better questions? Start building your career now.

Charmaine Curtis
UMBC Campus Recruiter
charmaine.s.curtis@ey.com

Kelly Nolan
UMBC Campus Recruiting Coordinator
kelly.l.nolan@ey.com

At any time, you may reach out to your local EY campus recruiting team, should you have questions or need additional assistance with the application process.
Interested in an EY Assurance or Tax internship in 2022?
Here's what you need to know

Application Checklist
✓ Apply to your preferred job posting on UMBCworks
✓ Complete the Candidate Collect Form in the job posting (to let us know your office location and service line preferences)
✓ Complete EY Profile at www.ey.com/us/apply
✓ Complete game-based assessment (GBA) - email with instructions sent within 24-72 hours upon completion of steps listed above
✓ Apply by Thursday, February 25 at 11:59pm

About Experience EY
Experience EY is an interactive, virtual series offered over the course of the spring. The series is offered to students who have received an offer to intern with our Assurance or Tax practices in 2022. Past series have included focuses/topics such as...

► A Market Spotlight session will offer you the chance to gain exposure to the local EY business market in the city or region you are applying for.
► Your wellbeing is at the heart of everything we do - our Better You session will explore the financial, physical, emotional, and social well-being support EY offers.
► The exceptional #EYIntern experience - understand more about how you can personalize your internship, focusing on our employee value proposition: it's yours to build.

You are eligible to apply now for a 2022 internship at EY if you:
► Major in accounting
► Intend to graduate (with 150 credit hours or with Masters) between December 2022 - August 2023

Applicants should also:
► Have a significant interest in professional services, particularly Assurance or Tax
► Maintain high academic credentials
► Possess integrity, maturity, and a genuine interest in providing exceptional client service
► Demonstrate analytical, teamwork and organizational skills, as well as strong verbal/written communication skills
*Limited 2021 full-time positions also available

Spring 2021 Virtual Events

**EY UMBC Virtual Event**
► Monday, Feb. 8, 12-1pm: EY Info Session with UMBC Accounting Club
  ► Session with UMBC Accounting Club

**EY Regional Virtual Events**
► Tuesday, Feb. 2 or Friday, Feb. 12: EY Natural Born Solvers & Cracking the Code
  ► Register via UMBCworks
► Wednesday, Feb. 3: EY Service Line Info Session
  ► Register via UMBCworks
► Wednesday, Feb. 10: EY Mindful Leadership in the Modern World
  ► Register via UMBCworks
► Wednesday, Feb. 17: EY Diversity & Inclusion Event: Stand Together
  ► Register via UMBCworks